SAT Information Sheet

A student who took the SAT may use the scores if they took the test within the last five years.

The older version of the SAT only had scores for Verbal and Math.

**Verbal**: this score must be **500 or above** to waive taking the ASSET Writing and Reading section of the placement test.

**Math**: this score must be **500 or above** to waive taking the Math section of the placement test.

The newer version of the SAT has a Written, Critical Reading and Math.

**Written**: this score must be **500 or above** to waive taking the ASSET Writing section of the placement test.

**Critical Reading**: this score must be **500 or above** to waive taking the ASSET Reading section of the placement test.

**Math**: this score must be **500 or above** to waive taking the ASSET Numerical Skills, Elementary Algebra, or Intermediate Algebra sections of the placement test.